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Business Brain Expert;
Brain-based Insights & Neuroleadership
http://www.kmprod.com/speakers/speaker-dr-brynn-winegard

Bio

Dr. Brynn Winegard is an award-winning professor and expert in businessbrain sciences. She specializes in explaining everyday work and life
phenomena using the secrets of brain science, all with aim of making her
audiences happier, healthier, more successful and in helping clients build
better business brains. Currently ranked as one of the top three human
behavior thought leaders in North America, and after a decade in corporate
marketing and a career as a business professor, Dr. Brynn now uses her
extensive background to educate audiences around the world about the
power of brain science in the buyer-seller relationship.
She combines real-world experience with frontier research to deliver impactful programming
that will be sure to please your audiences and elevate your business goals. Speaker Dr. Brynn's
clients are some of the world’s top companies, including Google, Coca-Cola, Toyota, Pfizer,
Johnson & Johnson, Nestle, USAA, Franklin Templeton, Raymond James, Georgia Pacific, among
hundreds more.
She retains positions as faculty at the Schulich School of Business, DeGroote School of Business,

the University of Guelph, and she is dedicated to helping people better themselves personally and
professionally through her talks on “Building Better Business Brains.”
As a keynote speaker, Dr. Brynn’s presentations intersect with business and brain science. She
has been a consultant to some of the world’s top companies, including Google, Coca-Cola, Toyota,
Berkshire Hathaway, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and she combines real-world
experience with frontier research to deliver impactful programming.
Ultimately, Dr. Brynn Winegard is on a mission to help audiences around the world use their
brains better so they can realize their full potential at work, in everyday life and business.

Topics

VIRTUAL / KEYNOTES:
Boost Your Brain
Optimizing Your Brain for Higher Motivation, Productivity & Functionality
[morelink]
Neuroselling
The Brainscience of Persuasion & Influence [morelink]
Science of Success
Brainscience for Goal-Attainment & Peak Achievement

[morelink]

Neuroleadership
Brain-Based Insights for Better Leadership [morelink]
Dr. Brynn Winegard is represented by K&M Productions. For more information, * speaking fees,
date availabity & booking Dr. Brynn Winegard, contact us. *Fee range indicated is for "virtual"
presentations.

